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the ground forces engaged by hendricks as he
reanimated kane are all destroyed, with the player
controlling kane's body to escape. he then
proceeds to incinerate the fox satellite
transmitter, which had been following them,
before taking a semi-helicopter and heading to
xi'an, china in a broken state. as hendricks lies in
the back of the ship, the player finds a knife to his
throat, but hendricks tells the player not to worry
as he loves them and that, while he may be a
cybernetically enhanced soldier, he still has some
humanity left. he admits that, while he hated how
he turned out, he still wished he was human, as
he doesn't want to be alone anymore. while he
proceeds to apologize to the player for attacking
them, and admits that he has been evolving over
the years. he also admits that he did it all for the
right reasons and not for the right reasons, but
just wanted to see if the player would break. the
player answers that it's not their fault for being
too human, that it's his own fault for leaving them
and his answer that the right reason was to be
human himself. feeling remorse over leaving the
player behind, hendricks apologizes and adds
that, after seeing how much they care about the
player, he will stay with them as they attempt to
stop the nrc. to help control kane's mentally
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unstable state of mind, the player interrogates
him regarding what is going on, prompting a
flashback to their talks in china as hendricks
refused to stay. hendricks asks why kane is the
only being who wanted a family as a biological
human and not a cybernetic organism, while
hendricks can't possibly be considered a real,
biological human because of his cybernetic
enhancements. he then asks why hendricks was
different from the others by asking if they are
sick, causing hendricks to admit that he was the
only one who managed to get out of the building.
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in the recently released call of duty: black ops iii,
gamers will be able to play as both xander and

vanessa, and will play as each of them in separate
campaigns. in the campaign that is based on the
events that lead up to the final mission of the first
black ops, players will be able to play as xander,
who is tasked with rescuing vanessa from camp
slayer, an out-of-control military camp overrun
with zombies. players will have to use the new
focus system to improve their own movement

speed and agility, and will also use the new sprint
and bound jump to traverse the map. the sprint
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and bound jump can be used in any direction, as
well as to jump off and on ledges and buildings.
players will also be able to use new melee and
ranged weapons, including the assault rifle, the
magnum, the shotgun, and the sniper rifle, and
will have to utilize the new auto-aim system and

the cover system to maximize their effectiveness.
in addition to the campaign that is based on the

events that lead up to the final mission of the first
black ops, gamers will also be able to play as

vanessa in a campaign focused on the events that
occurred in the aftermath of the camp slayer

mission. in the campaign, players will get to play
as xander, a rage zombie, and vanessa, a survival

zombie, and will also be able to play as the
splinter cells. they are all based on the characters

from the black ops iii campaign. while the rage
zombie is based on the character that is used in
the campaign that is based on the events that

lead up to the final mission of the first black ops,
the survival zombie is based on the character that

is used in the campaign that is based on the
events that occurred in the aftermath of the camp

slayer mission. 5ec8ef588b
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